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N
itrogenase is the key player in nature's ingenious scheme to convert the inert atmospheric dinitrogen to the bioavailable form of ammonia (for recent reviews, see refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The Mo-nitrogenase of Azotobacter vinelandii is composed of the iron (Fe) protein and the molybdenum-iron (MoFe) protein. The homodimeric Fe protein has one nucleotide-binding site per subunit and a single [4Fe-4S] cluster bridged between the two subunits. The ␣ 2 ␤ 2 -tetrameric MoFe protein contains two unique metal clusters per ␣␤-subunit: the [8Fe-7S] P-cluster (9) , which is located at the ␣␤-interface and ligated to six protein residues; and the [Mo-7Fe-9S-X-homocitrate] (the identity of X is unknown but is considered to be C, O, or N; ref. 10 ) FeMo cofactor (FeMoco), which is situated within the ␣-subunit and bound to only two protein residues and an exogenous homocitrate ligand. Both P-cluster and FeMoco are composed of smaller substructures: the P-cluster comprises two [4Fe-4S] subclusters that share a 6 -sulfide (9) and FeMoco consists of [Mo-3Fe-3S] and [4Fe-3S] subcubanes that are bridged by three 2 -sulfides and share a central 6 -light atom (10) . These metal clusters are essential for nitrogenase reaction, a process that involves ATP-dependent electron transfer from the [4Fe-4S] cluster of the Fe protein to the P-cluster of the MoFe protein and finally to FeMoco where substrate reduction takes place, and consequently become the major subjects in the vigorous studies of nitrogenase catalysis (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Meanwhile, there is an emerging understanding of nitrogenase biosynthesis, in particular, Pcluster and FeMoco assembly in A. vinelandii, that is poised to further clarify the structure and function of these important clusters while also serving as a paradigm for the field of complex metalloprotein biosynthesis (11, 12) .
The P cluster is a classical example of high-nuclearity clusters containing only Fe and S, and it is likely assembled at its targeted location (''in situ'' assembly). Using a biochemical͞spectroscopic approach, we identified the presence of two pairs of [4Fe-4S]-like clusters that likely represent P-cluster precursors in a FeMocodeficient MoFe protein purified from a nifH-deletion strain (13, 14) . This protein becomes catalytically active upon incubation with the deleted gene product, indicating that it might represent a physiologically relevant intermediate during P-cluster assembly (15) . These results suggest that the P-cluster is formed through the fusion of its substructural units, a reaction mechanism that is well known in synthetic inorganic chemistry (16) and particularly appropriate considering the ''modular'' composition of the P cluster.
Unlike the P cluster, FeMoco, which contains additional heterometal (Mo) and organic moiety (homocitrate), is first assembled on a scaffold protein (17, 18) and then inserted into its destined location in MoFe protein (''ex situ'' assembly). Biosynthesis of FeMoco presumably starts with the production of the Fe͞S core by NifB (encoded by nifB) (19, 20) , which is then transferred to, and further processed on, the ␣ 2 ␤ 2 tetrameric NifEN protein (17, 21) . Sequence similarity between the respective subunit-encoding genes led to the proposal that NifE and NifN form a structurally homologous complex to the MoFe protein (22, 23) and that, by analogy, NifEN also contains two types of metal cluster sites, one corresponding to the P-cluster site and the other to the FeMoco site of the MoFe protein (17, 21) . The P-cluster analog was identified as a [4Fe-4S] cluster likely coordinated by conserved Cys residues at the NifE-NifN interface (21) . The FeMoco analog had not been captured on NifEN until an efficient one-step purification procedure, which minimized the degradation of proteins and the consequent loss of metal clusters, was applied to a His-tagged form of the NifEN protein (17) . In a so-called FeMoco maturation assay comprising NifEN, molybdate, homocitrate, Fe protein, MgATP and ⌬nifB MoFe protein, the FeMoco analog on NifEN was proven to be a FeMoco precursor by its ability to activate FeMoco-deficient ⌬nifB MoFe protein. Extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analysis of the NifEN-bound precursor showed that it was structurally similar to FeMoco except for the notable absence of Mo (18) . Therefore, FeMoco cannot be formed through condensation of [Mo-3Fe-3S] and [4Fe-3S] partial cubanes; rather, the Fe͞S structure of FeMoco is formed first, possibly through condensation of smaller Fe͞S subclusters in a fashion similar to that proposed for P-cluster assembly and, then, Mo and homocitrate are added to complete the synthesis. Although instrumental in clarifying the trajectory of FeMoco biosynthesis, our original study left such unanswered questions as: when Mo and homocitrate are inserted into the cluster; how FeMoco is transferred from NifEN to the MoFe protein; and what role the Fe protein and MgATP play in FeMoco maturation.
The current study addresses these remaining questions by following the final steps of FeMoco assembly in A. vinelandii using a similar biochemical͞spectroscopic strategy to that used previously (17, 18) . Through this approach, we show that Mo and homocitrate are incorporated into the Fe͞S core of the FeMoco precursor while it is bound to NifEN and that the fully complemented cluster is subsequently transferred from NifEN to MoFe protein through direct protein-protein interaction. The function of Fe protein and MgATP in FeMoco maturation is described in a companion paper (24) .
Results
The FeMoco maturation assay, which was designed to test the capability of NifEN in FeMoco biosynthesis, comprises (i) NifEN, the source of FeMoco precursor; (ii) molybdate and homocitrate, the constituents of FeMoco absent from the precursor; (iii) Fe protein and MgATP, the factors assisting the maturation of the precursor in an unknown fashion; and (iv) FeMoco-deficient ⌬nifB MoFe protein, the ''receptor'' for fully converted FeMoco (17) . Based on this assay, we developed a new strategy to test the extent of FeMoco maturation on NifEN that involves (i) repurification of NifEN after incubation with all of the components of the FeMoco maturation assay except ⌬nifB MoFe protein and (ii) subsequent analysis of re-purified NifEN (designated NifEN complete ). The analysis includes metal quantitation, EPR, visible region absorption and x-ray spectroscopies, and activity assays that measure the capacity to reconstitute ⌬nifB MoFe protein. By systematically altering the composition of the incubation mixture, a suite of repurified NifEN proteins is produced, the analysis of which establishes the required components for FeMoco maturation on NifEN. ⌬nifB NifEN complete , which is treated identically to NifEN complete except for the replacement of NifEN by precursor-free ⌬nifB NifEN, serves as a negative control in this NifEN-specific FeMoco maturation assay. The complete set of repurified NifEN proteins are herein categorically designated NifENЈ and distinguished by different superscripts (see Materials and Methods for the complete list of NifENЈ).
As shown in Fig. 1A , NifEN complete and ⌬nifB NifEN complete , like their respective unprocessed counterparts NifEN and ⌬nifB NifEN, are composed of ␣ (Ϸ52 kDa) and ␤ (Ϸ49 kDa) subunits (17) . The molecular masses of both proteins are Ϸ200 kDa based on their elution profiles on gel filtration Sephacryl S-200 HR column (data not shown), indicating that both proteins are ␣ 2 ␤ 2 tetramers. Metal analysis shows that unprocessed NifEN contains 16. (Table 1) . Consistent with the metal analysis results, the visible region absorption spectra of these proteins reveal that the NifEN complete spectrum (Fig. 1B, 3 ) is significantly more intense than that of NifEN (Fig. 1B, 1) at the same protein concentration, indicating that the precursor on NifEN complete is modified from that on NifEN; whereas the intensity of the ⌬nifB NifEN complete spectrum (Fig. 1B, 4 ) is almost identical to that of the ⌬nifB NifEN (Fig. 1B, 2 ), indicating that the permanent clusters are unchanged.
EPR analyses provide additional, more detailed evidence that the precursor on NifEN complete is further processed (Fig. 2) . In the (Table 1) ; rather, it reflects the disappearance of the signal arising from the precursor upon further processing. As a result, the signal of NifEN complete , like those of the ⌬nifB NifEN proteins, should arise solely from the permanent [4Fe-4S] clusters in the protein. Indeed, the S ϭ 1͞2 signal of NifEN complete is identical to that of ⌬nifB NifEN (Fig. 2 A,  2) , which, as the spectrum of ⌬nifB NifEN complete shows (Fig. 2B,  2 ), remains unchanged upon processing. Consistent with these results, the unique signal of NifEN in the indigo disulfonate (IDS)-oxidized state with a g value of 1.92 (Fig. 2 A, 3) is not observed in NifEN complete (Fig. 2B, 3 ), indicating the disappearance of this Mo-free precursor-associated signal (17) upon further processing. As expected, this unique signal is also missing from the spectra of ⌬nifB NifEN (Fig. 2 A, 4) and ⌬nifB NifEN complete (Fig.  2B, 4 ) due to the absence of precursors in these proteins (17) . Additionally, in the dithionite-reduced state, NifEN complete shows a very minor EPR signal that has a slightly rhombic line shape with g values of 4.44, 4.05 and 3.96 (Fig. 2B, 1, Inset) . This signal could arise from the processed precursor or some intermediates associated with its assembly (24) . It is important to note that despite the presence of stoichiometric Mo for FeMoco formation, the characteristic S ϭ 3͞2 signal associated with MoFe protein-bound FeMoco (1) is not observed in NifEN complete . These results suggest that the processed cluster in NifEN complete has a different spin state than both the unprocessed NifEN-bound precursor and the mature MoFe protein-bound FeMoco.
NifEN complete alone does not show any substrate reducing activities, as expected (Table 2) . Nevertheless, NifEN complete can activate the FeMoco-deficient ⌬nifB MoFe protein to a maximum activity of Ϸ300 nmol of C 2 H 4 formation per mg of ⌬nifB MoFe protein per min (Fig. 3) . Upon activation by NifEN complete , MoFe protein shows not only C 2 H 4 -formation but also H 2 -formation and N 2 -fixation activities that are comparable with those resulting from the complete FeMoco maturation assay (Table 2) . Although activities in these maturation assays are lower than those resulting from activation of ⌬nifB MoFe protein with isolated FeMoco (13), the activities for all substrates are proportionally reduced, which would not be expected if the cofactor were structurally perturbed or homocitrate was incor- rectly bound (25 Table 2) .
EXAFS analysis provides a structural probe of the processed precursor on NifEN complete . The Fe K-edge EXAFS of NifEN complete are slightly shifted in frequency relative to those of NifEN in the high-k region (Fig. 4) ; whereas the EXAFS of ⌬nifB NifEN complete are largely unchanged from those of ⌬nifB NifEN (Fig. 4) , indicating that it is the precursor, not the permanent clusters, that is altered. Using an established method (18) , the EXAFS for the processed precursor were obtained by subtraction of ⌬nifB NifEN complete from NifEN complete in an 8͞7:15͞7 ratio. The Fe EXAFS features of the NifEN complete precursor are only subtly changed from those of the NifEN precursor (Fig. 4) , consistent with a lack of major structural differences between these two species. Importantly, the signature feature of a FeMoco-like cluster, the intense peak at Ϸ3.5 Å in the Fourier transform (18) is still present in the NifEN complete precursor (Fig. 4) . However, EXAFS fitting results indicate that there is a change in the components that comprises this peak from two Fe-Fe scatterers, at 3.68 and 3.80 Å, in the unprocessed precursor to one at 3.70 Å after processing (Table 4 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). MoFe protein-bound FeMoco is similarly fit by only one peak (Table 4) (18) . Compared to FeMoco, the NifEN complete precursor has slightly longer scattering distances on average, whereas it has slightly shorter differences than those found in the unprocessed NifEN precursor (Table 4) . These results confirm that NifEN complete still contains a FeMoco-like cluster, and furthermore, suggest that the Fe͞S core of the processed precursor in NifEN complete is tightened relative to that of NifEN, although it is still not as compact as FeMoco in its dithionitereduced state. Given the differences in the spin states of these clusters, it is expected that they would have slightly different bond lengths. Similar differences are observed for the different states of FeMoco in MoFe protein (26) . Because the contribution from Mo scattering is small relative to the other components in the average Fe environment, Fe EXAFS fits cannot provide proof of Mo incorporation into the cluster. This proof comes from direct analysis of the Mo environment in NifEN complete through Mo K-edge XAS. The Mo edge spectrum of NifEN complete is highly similar to that of MoFe protein (Fig. 5 ) and consistent with Mo in an octahedral environment of mixed O and S ligation like that found in FeMoco (27) . The small, Ϸ0.6 eV, difference between the edge positions of these proteins (Fig. 5) could be due to subtle differences in the Mo ligand environment, which are expected given the absence of the FeMoco His ligand on NifE (23), or to differences in the cluster oxidation state. Of particular significance is the lack of any preedge features in NifEN complete (Fig. 5) , which provides evidence that there is no free molybdate associated with this protein after repurification (molybdate has a characteristic sharp preedge transition at Ϸ20,008 eV, Fig. 5) (28) . The Mo K-edge EXAFS of NifEN complete clearly indicate that the majority Table 5 .
of Mo in this protein is in an Fe͞S cluster. The strong scattering contributions at high-k and the ratio of Fourier transform peaks (Fig. 5) are consistent with Mo in a FeMoco (29, 30) or FeMocolike environment (31) . Accordingly, the NifEN complete EXAFS are fit with Mo-S and Mo-Fe scattering components at similar distances to those in FeMoco (Table 5 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). The total magnitude of the NifEN complete Fourier transform is greatly diminished relative to that of the MoFe protein and the long-range features are absent, indicating a significant amount of disorder in the Mo environment of NifEN complete (Fig. 5) . This disorder could be due to asymmetric coordination as compared to that in FeMoco, or weak Mo binding in the Fe-S cluster leading to a mixture of partially incorporated states, contamination from Mo bound elsewhere in the protein, or a combination of these effects. EXAFS fitting results indicate that NifEN complete is best fit with a reduced number of Mo-S and Mo-Fe scatterers compared to the MoFe protein and with either 3 statically disordered Mo-O͞N scatterers at an average distance of 2.13 Å, or two types of Mo-O͞N scatterers at 2.00 Å and 2.17 Å ( Table 5 ). Note that the Mo-Fe scattering observed for NifEN complete must be associated with the Fe in the precursor and not the permanent clusters, as there is no change to the spectroscopic features of ⌬nifB NifEN, which represents the permanent clusters upon Mo incubation. In combination, the Fe and Mo K-edge XAS and EXAFS results indicate that the NifEN complete precursor consists of a FeMoco-like structure with slightly elongated bond lengths and an asymmetrically or loosely bound terminal Mo atom that is also coordinated by a mixture of O͞N-containing ligands.
Discussion
FeMoco biosynthesis is one of the most complicated processes in metalloprotein biochemistry, requiring a multitude of component proteins and encompassing a variety of synthetic strategies. By employing an experimental approach of analyzing only purified proteins, the roles of key components and the timing of key events in this process are unambiguously determined. Furthermore, the combination of spectroscopic characterization with biochemical analyses enables a more detailed picture of the specific FeMoco assembly mechanism. Previously, we identified a Mo-free, NifEN-bound FeMoco precursor with a core structure similar to FeMoco as an early intermediate in this process (18) . In this work, we show that Mo and homocitrate are incorporated into the precursor while it is bound to NifEN, resulting in the formation of a Mo͞homocitrate-containing, FeMoco-like cluster. We also show that this cluster is transformed into a fully matured FeMoco and inserted into its target location in MoFe protein without the aid of a carrier or chaperone.
The results of the FeMoco maturation assay clearly indicate that Mo, homocitrate, [4Fe-4S]-containing Fe protein and ATP hydrolysis are all required for FeMoco maturation on NifEN. The impact of homocitrate on Mo binding to NifEN (Tables 1  and 2) indicates that homocitrate and Mo are possibly preassociated and concurrently incorporated into the precursor. It has been speculated that homocitrate, the organic moiety of FeMoco responsible for the overall negative charge of the cluster, may assist FeMoco insertion by ''steering'' it down a positively charged ''FeMoco insertion funnel'' into its final location in the MoFe protein (32) . It is interesting that some of the NifD residues (␣ subunit of MoFe protein) providing the ''FeMoco insertion funnel'' are also positively charged in the corresponding NifE residues (␣ subunit of NifEN), indicating the possible presence of an analogous, positively charged ''Mo͞homocitrate insertion funnel'' in the NifEN complex (11) . Mobilization of Mo (and, apparently, homocitrate) for FeMoco biosynthesis has been proposed to be carried out by proteins that can sequester Mo, place Mo in the correct oxidation state for FeMoco formation, and deliver Mo to a FeMoco assembly site through protein-protein interactions with NifEN (11, 12) . In a related study we establish that the Fe protein functions as a specific Mo͞homocitrate insertase in FeMoco biosynthesis (24) .
The combined Mo and Fe EXAFS results indicate that the fully complemented cluster species, formed upon incorporation of Mo and homocitrate into the Mo-free precursor, is structurally very similar to mature FeMoco. The bond distances in this processed form of the precursor are consistent with a compaction of the Fe͞S core of the precursor upon processing and are similar to, although not the same as, those of FeMoco. EXAFS studies clearly indicate that Mo is associated with the Fe͞S core, but also indicate that Mo binding in this cluster is likely asymmetrical or relatively weak compared to that in FeMoco. These EXAFS results are consistent with EPR results showing that the processed cluster is in a different spin state than both FeMoco and the unprocessed precursor. The final transformation of this cluster probably involves another change in cluster oxidation state, leading to further tightening of the core Fe͞S structure and stronger Mo binding. Additionally, the cluster will be changed, especially at the Mo site, upon release from NifEN and ligation to the MoFe protein. This argument is based on the fact that residues that either provide a covalent ligand or tightly pack FeMoco within the MoFe protein are not duplicated in the corresponding region within the NifEN complex. For example, ␣-His 442 , which coordinates the Mo atom and anchors FeMoco to MoFe protein, is substituted by Asn at the corresponding position in NifEN.
It is likely that the differences in protein environments not only account for some of the minor differences between the clusters on NifEN and MoFe protein, but also create an ''affinity gradient'' between NifEN and MoFe protein for cluster binding that enable the negatively charged cluster to ''escape'' from NifEN (cluster donor), travel down the positively charged ''FeMoco insertion funnel'' of the MoFe protein and eventually ''lock'' into the binding site within the MoFe protein (cluster receptor). This ''locking'' mechanism is likely directed by the change in Mo coordination to a stronger protein ligand upon MoFe protein binding, and potentially, also encompasses a change in cluster oxidation state. Our results indicate that no specific carrier proteins or factors are absolutely required to ''escort'' the cluster from NifEN to MoFe protein in vitro. Therefore, it is possible that the respective cluster binding sites within NifEN and the MoFe proteins are brought into close vicinity by interactions between the two proteins thereby facilitating the ''diffusion'' of the cluster between the two binding sites without additional assistance. The proposed diffusion reaction in which MoFe protein interacts with its FeMoco donor may have important implications for the structure of MoFe protein in different states and its mechanism for protecting its air-sensitive clusters. Furthermore, the observed plasticity of Mo in a FeMoco-like structure, and the changes observed with different spin states may provide insights into the structural changes that take place in FeMoco during catalysis. Thus, the results presented herein not only significantly clarify the process of FeMoco maturation; they may also prove useful for understanding other facets of nitrogenase chemistry.
The required components for FeMoco maturation have been identified, but other components are likely required to facilitate this process. For example, if the FeMoco assembly proceeds through an [8Fe-9S] cluster, as has been proposed (18) , then there will be a need for a component to remove and sequester toxic Fe upon Mo incorporation into the cluster. Further research is needed to continue to fine-tune the understanding of the final step of FeMoco biosynthesis.
Materials and Methods
Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals and reagents were obtained from Fisher, Aldrich, or Sigma. Cell growth, protein purification, preparation of apo Fe protein, FeMoco maturation assay, metal analysis, visible region absorption, EPR and x-ray spectroscopies were performed as described (13, 17, 18, 24, 33, 34 These were control assays with the same conditions as i except that ATP was replaced by 2.4 mM ADP, adenosine 5Ј-O-(3-thiotriphosphate) (ATP␥S) or 5Ј-adenylylimidodiphosphate (AMPPNP). Creatine phosphate and creatine phosphokinase were omitted when the function of ADP was evaluated. Table 3 summarizes the designations of repurified NifENЈ and the assay conditions used to obtain these proteins.
MoFe Protein Reconstitution with NifEN. To test whether the NifENЈ proteins (above) contain mature FeMoco, the following assay was designed to reconstitute the ⌬nifB MoFe protein. Such an assay contained, in a 0.8 ml total volume, 25 mM Tris⅐HCl (pH 8.0), 20 mM Na 2 S 2 O 4 , 0.5 mg of purified ⌬nifB MoFe protein from A. vinelandii strain DJ1143 (32) . FeMoco insertion was initiated with the addition of 2 mg of isolated NifENЈ to the mixture above. The reaction mixture was incubated and stopped as described for the FeMoco maturation assay (17) . The enzymatic activities were subsequently determined as described (35) . 
